Honda civic remote start

Vehicle Specific. Not only can you start your Honda knowing it is protected at all times, but it
provides the power in your hand to warm up your vehicle in the winter and cool it down in the
summer. Two-way remote system that lets you know your vehicle's status A maximum of two
consecutive starts with the remote in order to prevent carbon monoxide build up Pre-wired and
designed to interface with your vehicle. This Part Fits Honda Civic - With the Honda Remote
Engine Starter System, you can start your Honda from a range of up to feet away knowing that
the doors are locked at all times while your engine is warming up. The remote includes an LCD
display that indicates your vehicle's status. A comprehensive check is done before the engine
can be started from your remote. All security and immobilizer systems are intact to ensure
protection. This can't be said with aftermarket products. Safety First The Honda Remote Engine
Starter System has a number of safety features built-in: Adjustable 10 and minute idle period
before the engine shuts off. A maximum of 2 consecutive starts with the remote, in order to
prevent carbon monoxide build-up. Your immobilizer and security system are intact while the
aftermarket systems need to deactivate the immobilizer and security system, which leaves your
vehicle unprotected. Not available for manual transmission vehicles. Caution: Never start your
vehicle in an enclosed area as this may cause carbon monoxide build-up. This Part Fits Honda
Civic With the Remote Engine Start System II, you can start your car from up to ft away, before
going outside in the cold or heat. Integrates with your vehicles security and immobilizer
systems to ensure protection. The remote includes an LCD display that indicates vehicle status.
Comes with pre-wired set-up for your specific model. Caution: Never start your Honda in an
enclosed area, as this may cause carbon monoxide buildup. Our Customers Reviews. Award
Winning Customer Service. The Honda Civic is back -- recapturing its position as a mature,
substantial compact car with enough elegant touches that it makes you feel like you spent more
money than you had to. The base 2. The Civic is fitted with a continuously variable transmission
CVT that optimizes acceleration and fuel economy but tends to amplify the engine noise. If you
prefer to shift yourself, a six-speed manual is available on select trim lines and is the only
choice for the sporty Si version. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Honda Civic owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. You must then stop and completely reconnect. This
makes it unreliable for navigation use. Both cameras started working after several days without
dealership service". My Ford has a much clearer backup camera". Terrible decision not to
include one. The dealer could not duplicate the problem". The radio volume went to very loud
and none of the systems could be used. Shutting off the car and restarting did not reset or fix
the problem. Eventually, I determined that the rear backup camera still worked and the side
Carmela also worked. So, the problem was not with the screen itself. I will not allow any control
changes for the air or audio,". Very disappointed! The cameras still worked. But it was so loud I
took it to the dealer to have it diagnosed but they were unable to repair it immediately so I
garaged the vehicle and used my Subaru for my vacation. When I returned I made an
appointment and had the screen fixed without charge. It was a simple reboot of the system and
only took an hour. This only happened once, no problems since. The learning curve is difficult
and there are still functions that I have not used yet". Sometimes, the interface seems to work.
Sometimes it doesn't even though I do the same thing. I find the entire interface system
miserable. It's slow and completely unintuitive". Phone calls to me don't always go through the
1st time. Every time I took it to dealer it worked for them. Then I made a video of the problem.
When I told them I had a video that's when they fixed it. Plus screen lighting fades and loses its
color". Not tracking correctly". My husband uses it occasionally because he does not have
android auto on his phone. I refuse to use it al all". Data about the current song being played is
often incorrect after changing songs using the vehicle controls. It requires re-pairing each time I
get in the car. I would not have purchased this vehicle if I had known how bad it is. Display
showed incoming call when there was none. Unable to use phone or CarPlay until dealer reset
software". Unable to pair an Iphone with it. Mechanic at service center unable to figure out what
the problem is. Sometimes pairs in and out". I had to take it back to dealer for them to fix it. It
worked for a while and then the problem reappear. I ended up stop using this feature. This
forces you to take your eyes off the road to find the touch-screen volume control. Honda is
seriously remiss in this ergonomic flaw. Or it hears me incorrectly and suggests things totally
unrelated to what I asked. Honda dealer refilled refrigerant under factory warranty several
months ago which has solved the problem thus far. Problem started spontaneously. The
compressor was replaced with an after market part due to extended warranty requirements.
Problem was resolved within two weeks of when it was first noticed. Honda replaced under

warranty for no cost. The repair took about 2 days. We took it back to the Honda dealer 3 times
before they finally figured out what the problem was. I took it back to the dealer they checked
out the air conditioner and they said it was working. After a couple of weeks, I took it back again
and told them it was having the same problem and I made an appointment for them to inspect
the vehicle for the problem and when they did they found out it was leaking coolant and the
compressor was going out. They replaced the compressor and so far everything is working fine.
The 1st time they said there was no problem and it was running fine. The 2nd time we took it in
we had a different person at dealer check it out and he said there was a problem. The Honda
dealer said that the unit had been leaking Freon or whatever it is called now and they said since
it was still under warranty they were going to replace the compressor. Now it runs great. It was
still under warranty. Blew hot air. I took it in in May and they said it was a known issue and
recharged it for free. In July it sopped working again; this time I needed a new compressor, and
they charged me for it. It's a known issue but not a recall. But the part was on backorder
because of demand. The Local dealer, Penske Honda in Roundrock Texas, fixed the problem
without cost and gave us an Accord as a loaner without cost. It leaked and had to be replaced.
They first replaced a hose and it lost freeon over the next year and the compressor was
replaced". Honda paid part of repairs. Returned to dealer and was repaired under warranty. No
matter how cold I made the climate control, the vents would not blow cold air. I took it to my
dealership to get it serviced, where they determined that the issue was a leak in the tubing that
circulates the refrigerant. I also received a letter from Honda USA acknowledging defective
seals that lead to coolant leaks in the Honda Civics. Eventually there was a warranty recall. They
changed compressor for no cost but did not reimburse me for the refrigerant refills. So I
contacted a law office to demand them as a lemon vehicle. They refused again to do anything,
but a month later I received a letter from Honda's headquarters giving me 10 years of warranty
after the already 3 year warranty I had! The third time it went off 2 weeks after the previous
warning and subsequent inflating of all tires by professionals. The dealership fixed it with no
charge. Did not work right. Fixed it again. Then the temperature went above freezing
temperature and stopped all the noise. I bet it will rattle again when winter comes. Still there". I
have taken the car in 3 times to get it checked, they put more insulation in the dash but it hasn't
helped. I am concerned how it will sound in 5 years. Fixed myself. Subsequently, we have a
rattle on the right side of the dash. As we are planning to trade it next year I don't want to bother
with a repair. We have no recommended Honda dealer close. Both seat belt holders on the front,
behind infotainment system, moonroof, underbody sheeting, and etc. I heard about built quality
from UK factory. Now I know. Honda stopped all production from UK this year and I know why.
I'm not sure if its the outside mirror or some piece of molding. Finally fixed". There are some
aerodynamic issues in that area which produce a greater than normal whooshing - something
not present on the previous generation Civic. Front side windows could benefit from acoustic
glass. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. Rebuilt the padding of the seat myself. The keyless door unlock did not work.
Worse, even when inserting and turning the key the door would not unlock. This is a major
safety concern. Imagine if my child was inside. Had to call a tow truck. Fortunately, the problem
resolved after about 30 minutes before the tow truck arrived. Then I showed them that the door
did not unlock when the key was inserted. They repaired this at no additional charge. Have not
had the problem since. I took it to the dealer and they replaced it free of charge, since the car
was under warranty. It was fine for a while, but the problem has started happening again. But
my car was under warranty so the dealer fixed the problem for free. They had to replace a
couple parts. The dealer told us this is a known issue with the Honda Civic, Honda is using a
new type of pressure monitoring instrument, and the dealer cannot do anything about it. The
end result is the TPMS indicator light is constantly on, warning the driver that the pressure is
out of range, so we the driver never pay attention to it. The dealer says a software fix has been
pushed for this issue on the Honda CRV, but no such correction has yet been pushed by Honda
for the Civic. The dealer is also frustrated because they get constant complaints about the issue
but cannot do anything about it. Resetting works but the whole process is annoying". It is pretty
flimsy, so it doesn't take much to disable the action. It's easy to fix by retightening the nut. The
motor should be stronger, I think. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Warranty covered this
expense. Car rolled down my driveway seriously messing up the OPEN driver side door. Not a
problem just annoying. A pillar noise - added foam padding. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Had to return the car four times to get
it properly put back together. They had it in their service department repeatedly. My mechanic
said it was caused by the cold and would fix itself in warmer weather it did , then he would use

sealant to secure it. It seems to be a minor design flaw in that the two rubbery edges should be
tucked inside the cavity where they meet, instead of sitting together loosely on the outside
which depends on a consistently perfect fit. I've read of others with the same problem, but they
went to the dealer and had it replaced, only to re-occur. Within a couple of months the cheap
paint job began to bubble and peal off. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. I do have the base EX model. There are not enough adjustment in the seat to make it
comfortable. I had a Mazda3 that I leased and the seats were much more comfortable in that car
which is on par with the Civic. I would not buy or lease another Civic based on my experience
with this one. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. I had the Dealer tow my car, but they found no problems and it's been fine ever
since. Multiple problems on the dash: "electric parking brake, brake system, brake hold system,
anti lock brake system, vehicle stability assist, and road departure mitigation problem". The car
was "trying" to start until the roadside assist guy drained the battery and then he jumpstarted,
then the car started. The car was brought the next day back to the dealer and they did nothing
but supposedly". All covered under warranty with two dealer visits. Shocks or struts, ball joints,
tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Resolved within the 2nd year. I now have a wheel bearing failure on the new Civic.
Honda seems to have an undisclosed design problem with wheel bearings at least on Civics
because I have seen other Civic owners complain of this on automotive forums. Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. As a result, adaptive cruise control, forward
collision warning and emergency braking was inoperable. Car was taken to the dealer the day
after purchase and after a 4 hour wait, the service department finally determined the root cause
and installed the proper grill cover. No issues since then. Cruise control, clock, warning lights,
body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or
exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system.
This has now happened twice in the space of two months. I took it into the local Honda store
and they worked with Honda to diagnose it. Turns out it was misdiagnosed three times and it
was a faulty engine harness that had a TSB. They finally replaced it after previously threatening
to void the warranty coverage because the Tech incorrectly stated the ECU appeared to be
modified. It was later confirmed that it was not. They lost me as a long time customer. Says it is
a not driving the car enough problem. Water drips into the filler pipe and collects behind the
first filler flap. In the summer the collected water goes in the gas tank when the gas hose nozzle
is inserted. BOTH of these can cause your engine not to run - either by running out of gas in the
winter or too much water in the gas tank". Honda is currently working on resolving issue
without estimate time, but it is a known issue for them". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks,
water pump, thermostat, overheating. It overheats after 15 minutes of driving during the schools
when the ambient temperature is over 80 F. Honda is aware of the issue and has not provided a
fix. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid,
clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Dealer has to
disassemble engine and check". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used There are 4 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves

when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard from Side air bags available
from , standard from Head protection air bags standard from ESC available from , standard from
Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. CVT 6-speed Manual. Engines Available. What Owners Say.
Android Auto "Android auto crashes and car does not recognize the connected phone. My Ford
has a much clearer backup camera" Gordon V. Air or water leaks "Coolant leak near the heater
core. Still there" Chris P. Finally fixed" Chris P. Gauges "Gauge cluster had blank spots and
was unable to read miles. Normal routine brake wear "Experienced vibration for a short period
of time when brakes were applied and promptly serviced and no further problem. Loose exterior
trim or moldings "The dealer did very poor body repair to put the car back together after their
cheap paint job. Engine computer "My car showed several sensor errors including the check
engine light. The car was brought the next day back to the dealer and they did nothing but
supposedly" Dennis T. Alignment "Started in first 6mths. Driveshaft or axle "Recalled and fixed.
Fuel cap "There is NO fuel cap. Overheating "I purchased the Civic Type R for driving schools.
Rough shifting "2nd gear grinding often and 5th to 4th gear lockout. Cylinder head "recall on
possible missing head pin. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service

and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Growing up in the nineties, you were almost guaranteed a Honda Civic
Hatchback as your first car. While the humble Civic has become a nearly satirical character in
modern American culture, it is still an undeniably good car. The new Honda Civic Hatch has
done a lot of growing up, and the model is proof that for not a lot of money, Honda can still offer
you a brilliant car that will tick most of the boxes. The hatchback is powered by a 1. Around the
bends, the Civic is still a blast to drive, and it is incredibly safe and reliable too. Going up
against cars such as the Mazda3 Hatchback and Toyota Corolla , the Civic proves that it is still
the king of the hill. While the features list remains unchanged for there is some good news: an
all-new version is set to arrive on US shores in The exterior design of the Honda Civic
Hatchback will split opinions. Still, Honda has stuck with its increasingly crease-heavy design,
making the performance-focused Type R - a Honda Civic Hatchback we review separately - such
a popular talking point amongst car lovers. The majority of the Civic hatchback range features
projector-beam halogen headlights, while the top-of-the-range Sport Touring gets a set of LED
units. Other exterior features that come as standard across the range include body-colored door
handles and LED brake lights. The base model rolls on a set of inch alloy wheels, growing to 17
inches on the EX. Sport and Sport Touring variants come standard with inch wheels. Of course,
a 4-door version of the Honda Civic Hatchback exists, but that's the sedan and it appeals to very
different buyers. The Civic rolls on a The width is measured at LX and EX models have a front
and rear track measurement of The Sport in manual guise is the lightest of the bunch with a
curb weight of only 2, pounds, while the heaviest of the bunch is the Sport Touring fitted with
the CVT transmission, which tips the scale at 3, pounds. Over the years, the Honda Civic has
undergone a rather significant image-shift, and these days this trusted hatchback is aimed at a
more mature market. This is reflected in the exterior color palette on offer: the base model is
offered in only three colors, all of which are very sensible. For the young at heart, the Rallye
Red is the color to go for. When one thinks of the words "performance" and "Civic," the name
"Type-R" will usually follow in close succession. Even the Si nameplate is recognized as being
of superior performance in the Civic range. Still, base specs are rarely lauded for their outright
performance, so it should come as pleasant news that the Civic Hatchback is a truly impressive
performer, even in its most basic form. This is mostly thanks to a feisty turbocharged
four-cylinder engine that produces up to horsepower and lb-ft of torque. This force-fed lump
gives the front-wheel-drive Civic the character of a hatchback with a much larger
naturally-aspirated engine, and performance can be described as brisk or nippy and should be
more than enough for the average driver. Nail the perfect launch, and the Civic Hatch should do
the mph sprint in around seven seconds, making it about as quick as a Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray Not only does the Civic Hatchback impress with its straight-line urge, but it is as
capable a handler as ever and inspires confidence no matter what the driving style. Should you
be looking for all-weather abilities though, you won't find that here. A turbocharged 1. This
energetic little powerplant produces hp and lb-ft of torque in LX and EX trim, and Sport and
Sport Touring cars get a slight power bump to hp and lb-ft of torque CVT models get lb-ft. The
latter two trims can be optionally equipped with a CVT. The engine in this car delivers a
surprising amount of fun, and with most of the torque available from only 1, rpm, the Civic feels
nippy around town. Low-speed acceleration is impressive, and highway cruising is a breeze, but
where this engine truly shines is in its in-gear tractability, especially around town where a
healthy dollop of torque is available virtually everywhere. The six-speed manual transmission is
crisp and easy to use, and we were pleasantly surprised by the CVT auto, which is possibly the
best in its class. There's no mistaking the Civic for a hot hatchback, but it is plenty fast enough
for the daily commute. The Civic Hatchback has always been an entertaining machine to pilot
ask any year-old ever , and the proof lies in the fact that tens of thousands of adults across the

USA still like to modify and race these little econo cars. The Civic hatch is infinitely more refined
than the likes of the EG and EK generations but manages to cling onto that youthful spirit that
makes the earlier cars so much fun to drive. Hit the suburbs, and the Civic returns excellent
road manners and a ride quality that manages to strike a near-perfect balance between comfort
and athleticism. This balance is maintained when cruising at higher speeds, and the Civic
manages to feel brilliantly stable and planted for its size and weight. On twistier roads, the Civic
Hatchback can put a smile on even the most jaded of drivers' faces thanks to a beautifully
weighted and surprisingly communicative steering feel. Push things too far, and understeer will
become your best friend, but the Civic will remain composed even when antagonized. Sport
models feature even quicker steering but don't expect Type-R dynamics. Put simply, it's one of
the best-driving cars in its class. Honda has done well to balance performance and gas mileage
in the Civic Hatchback. All trims are fitted with the same The first thing you'll notice upon
stepping inside the Civic Hatchback is the abundance of space. The airy cabin offers more than
enough room for five adults and does so in style. The overall interior design of the Civic is
practical and straightforward and doesn't pretend to be anything other than family-friendly. If
it's a more sophisticated look you're after, the Mazda3 Hatchback will be the better bet. As is to
be expected from any Honda product, build quality is excellent, and the cabin should be able to
withstand the worst that an army of preschoolers can throw at it. Even in base form, the Civic
Hatchback offers a solid amount of standard features, and along with leg and headroom figures
that can compete with some midsize cars, this is definitely a nice place to be. From the outside,
this little power ranger might look compact, but the interior offers a surprising amount of space,
and five average-sized adults will find no difficulty in getting comfortable within the confines of
the Civic Hatchback's interior. The large front doors make getting in and out a straightforward
task, but taller passengers will have to watch their heads when getting in the back due to the
sloping roofline. Once seated, the Civic's front bucket seats offer good support but could do
with a bit more side bolstering, especially in the Sport and Sport Touring models. The front
seats provide manual adjustment in the LX and Sport, while the EX and Sport Touring get an
eight-way power-adjustable driver's seat. Both front and rear legroom are excellent, and the
headroom in the front is generous, but taller folk might find the rear headroom limiting. Honda
rarely cuts corners when it comes to the quality of the materials used on the inside of its cars,
and the Civic Hatchback continues this legacy with a choice of quality interior materials that
might not shout premium but still feel refined and worthy of the asking price of the car. All trim
levels except for the Sport Touring are upholstered in hard-wearing yet comfortable black cloth
material, while the EX adds the option of Ivory-colored cloth with certain exterior colors. The
Sport Touring features supple black leather seating surfaces. All trim levels other than the base
model feature a leather steering wheel and shift knob, and both Sport variants get racy silver
pedals. The biggest motivator behind buying a hatchback is usually for the added space
afforded by the fifth door in the back, and the Honda Civic does not disappoint when it comes to
trunk and cargo space. Competitors such as the Toyota Corolla Hatchback offer a decent Still,
the Honda dominates the class with a total space of up to That is more than enough space to fit
that Ikea home workstation you'll never set up. Inside the cabin, the Civic Hatchback offers a
plethora of storage solutions, including wide front and rear door pockets, a large center storage
bin, upper and lower center console storage nooks, a glove compartment, and dual front cup
holders. EX and Sport Touring variants also include a passenger-side seatback pocket. The
Honda Civic offers good value for money, no matter which trim level you look at. The base
model comes standard with single-zone automatic climate control, a front volt power outlet,
manually-adjustable front seats, and the Honda Sensing suite of driver assistance features. This
includes road departure mitigation, adaptive cruise control, lane keep assist, forward collision
warning, and lane departure warning amongst others. The Sport adds a rear-seat center
armrest, sports pedals, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and push-button start.
Move up to the EX and you'll get illuminated vanity mirrors for the driver and front-seat
passenger, dual-zone climate control, a power moonroof, Honda LaneWatch, and an eight-way
power-adjustable driver's seat with heated front seating. Unfortunately, the Honda Civic's
infotainment system, in base guise at least, is not all that impressive. The entry-level LX comes
fitted with a standard five-inch color LCD screen, which is hardly bigger than your modern
smartphone display. On top of that, there is not much else to write home about. The standard
sound system features four speakers, there's Bluetooth streaming, a USB port, and that's it.
Moving up to the Sport bags you a seven-inch touchscreen display with HondaLink, Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto integration, and an eight-speaker watt sound system. The Sport
Touring also includes navigation and a premium sound system with 12 speakers including a
subwoofer. Overall, the Civic Hatchback's infotainment system is easy to use; just avoid the
base system at all costs. Honda is well known for building cars that last, and the Honda Civic

Hatchback is definitely one of them. There have been no recalls issued for the Civic in recent
years, with the most recent being a potentially failing fuel pump in Power was impressed with
its dependability, giving the model a great score of 76 out of a possible on its reliability index.
According to the latest NHTSA's review, the Honda Civic is an extremely safe car, managing to
score a perfect five out of five on its rating scale, and the IIHS is so impressed with the vehicle
that it awarded the model with a Top Safety Pick award. The Honda Sensing suite of driver aids
includes road departure mitigation, adaptive cruise control, lane keep assist, forward collision
warning, and lane departure warning. Honda has built the Civic brand up to epic proportions,
and this little compact hatchback has become ubiquitous across the planet. This means that
people have come to expect a lot from this car, but the good news is that Honda continues to
deliver. The Honda Civic Hatch combines quirky looks, impressive performance, excellent
practicality, and a sterling safety record in an affordable package that is hard to ignore, even
close to the end of its life cycle. Under the hood, the little 1. On the road, the Civic hatch drives
beautifully and is equal parts comfortable and entertaining to drive. The interior won't blow you
away, but it's well built, ergonomic, and everything feels well put together. Families will adore
the masses of interior space and sizable cargo capacity, as well as the numerous safety
systems onboard. The Civic Hatchback is one of the best in its class and should be high on
your list, but if you want something better, there's a new Honda Civic Hatchback in the works
for Honda's plan with the Civic has always been to deliver an affordable and functional product.
Over the years, the compact has become infinitely more refined but the price of the Honda Civic
Hatchback has still been kept on the lower side. With massive second-hand availability, you
should have no problem finding a good used Civic hatch for sale. Honda makes it easy for
first-time buyers to choose the perfect one by offering four Civic models, each with a distinct
personality. The hatchback range starts off with the LX, which shares its turbocharged 1. The
LX gets standard features such as single-zone automatic climate control, a four-speaker sound
system, Bluetooth streaming, a five-inch infotainment display, and manually-adjustable front
cloth seats. The Sport receives a six-speed manual transmission and a slight power bump
under the hood. In terms of standard features, the Sport adds a seven-inch touchscreen display
with HondaLink, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto integration, an eight-speaker sound system, a
rear-seat armrest, sport pedals, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and
push-button start. The range-topping Sport Touring adds navigation with voice recognition, a
premium speaker sound system, an automatic-dimming rearview mirror, HomeLink, heated rear
outboard seats, and a four-way power-adjustable front passenger seat. All models come
standard with Honda's Sensing suite of driver aids, including forward-collision warning,
adaptive cruise control, road departure mitigation, lane keep assist, and lane departure warning.
Honda has done its best to cram as many standard features into each of its trims, with the Sport
Touring offering an impressive amount of kit, but there are a few options that can be added on
for an even better driving experience. From the base model right up to the Sport Touring, the
Civic offers an excellent driving experience and covers most of the bases in terms of standard
features. We would go for the Sport, which is on the cheaper side of the Civic spectrum, but
gets the most powerful engine option, a six-speed manual box, quicker steering, and the larger
seven-inch infotainment display. The Honda Accord might not be available as a hatchback, but
it is still a very popular choice for small to medium-sized families looking for a safe and
spacious family car. The Accord will also appeal to a more mature crowd thanks to its not so
in-your-face styling and slightly more refined interior. Under the hood, the Accord also gets the
brilliant 1. In this configuration, the Accord will sprint to sixty in only 5. The Accord is
sure-footed on the road and still feels exciting to drive despite its larger size and heavier curb
weight. The Accord offers more interior space and more premium features are on offer as well,
but the Civic dominates when it comes to trunk space. If you want to go faster, and you're
looking for a more premium experience, go for the Accord. For everything else, the Civic will be
your best bet. The Toyota Corolla is even more affordable than the Civic and can stand toe to
toe with this segment hero in several ways, but unfortunately, it fails to impress under the hood.
The Corolla's naturally-aspirated 2. On the road, the Corolla is a pleasant driver and is arguably
as much fun in the twisties, but once again, its lazy engine lets it down. On the inside, the
Corolla offers a pleasant interior design, good build quality, and comparable features, but there
are fewer trims to choose from. The Civic provides more cargo space. Both cars are incredibly
safe and reliable, but it is the Honda's excellent 1. Pros and Cons Sporty handling Spacious
interior Solid build quality Impressive range of standard features. Busy exterior design
Disappointing standard warranty. Best Deals on Civic Hatchback. Length Wheelbase Height Max
Width Front Width Rear Width Exterior Colors Over the years, the Honda Civic has undergone a
rather significant image-shift, and these days this trusted hatchback is aimed at a more mature
market. Engine and Transmission A turbocharged 1. Handling and Driving Impressions The

Civic Hatchback has always been an entertaining machine to pilot ask any year-old ever , and
the proof lies in the fact that tens of thousands of adults across the USA still like to modify and
race these little econo cars. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel Economy. Seating and Interior Space
From the outside, this little power ranger might look compact, but the interior offers a surprising
amount of space, and five average-sized adults will find no difficulty in getting comfortable
within the confines of the Civic Hatchback's interior. Seating capacity. Front Leg Room Front
Head Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Interior Colors and Materials Honda rarely cuts
corners when it comes to the quality of the materials used on the inside of its cars, and the
Civic Hatchback continues this legacy with a choice of quality interior materials that might not
shout premium but still feel refined and worthy of the asking price of the car. Maximum Cargo
Space. Civic Hatchback Infotainment and Features. Features The Honda Civic offers good value
for money, no matter which trim level you look at. Infotainment Unfortunately, the Honda Civic's
infotainment system, in base guise at least, is not all that impressive. Civic Hatchback Problems
and Reliability Honda is well known for building cars that last, and the Honda Civic Hatchback is
definitely one of them. Additional Packages Honda has done its best to cram as many standard
features into each of its trims, with the Sport Touring offering an impressive amount of kit, but
there are a few options that can be added on for an even better driving experience. Check out
other Honda Civic Styles. Honda Civic Hatchback Popular Comparisons. Honda Civic Hatchback
News. Spy Shots. Our spies have caught the new Civic in hatchback guise. Industry News. Now
Buzzing. Civic Hatchback. Change Year: New. Honda Civic Hatchback For Sale. Honda
Hatchbacks. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. LX Hatchback.
Front-Wheel Drive. Sport Hatchback. EX Hatchback. Sport Touring Hatchback. Honda Accord.
Toyota Corolla Hatchback. My Honda Civic Ownership Review. Hello everyone, this is my first
thread on this platform and I hope that this initial ownership report will be helpful. At the time of
writing this review, the car has done about 11, kms. Why a new car? We generally keep our cars
on an average for 4 years. Although the car was in Spick and span condition, with just about 29,
odd kilometers on the odo and well maintained, we were desperately looking for an upgrade.
This is the only photo that I have of our City 2. Alternatives considered: Well, we change our car
when we get attracted to a newer vehicle, so we know exactly what car we want to buy and
therefore, no alternatives were looked upon whatsoever. We never go down the pre-owned route
3. Complete Booking and Delivery Experience: After a lot of discussion, we finally booked our
car on 31st March, and delivery would be done as soon as the car would arrive and all the
formalities were done. The booking and delivery experience were not exceptional. As we had
already bought our city from this very dealer, we were not expecting anything from them. In fact,
when we had gone to book our MG Hector in November , we were quite surprised with the
delivery experience. Our Civic had reached the showroom in the last week of April and we had
requested them to keep it at a covered stockyard and not as a display car, to which they
obliged. The formality was done at the earliest but due to the death of a close relative, we had to
wait for a few days to take the delivery of our car. Please excuse me for that. Also, we did not
opt for the extended warranty or the service package. All the doors can be locked and unlocked
from both the front doors. Remote-engine start with cooling function is also there. Auto
headlamps work perfectly too. The car also gets dual zone climate control and inch diamond cut
alloy wheels. The rain-sensing wipers are irritating and one of the most useless features that
cars nowadays are getting. All these features were missing in our Honda City Diesel. At this
price point, some glaring omissions that Honda has made are: a degree parking camera,
electrically adjustable front passenger seat, memory seats for the driver, a better music system,
sun-shades for the rear windscreen, wireless charging, Ventilated seats and the list goes on!
They could have made the boot a little more practical as well by giving smart cubby spaces and
some hooks to hang the bags. It misses out of a cooled glove-box as well. This makes cars like
Creta, Seltos, Sonet and Hector look extremely Value for money and they are actually. In fact,
our Hector scores better in practicality and VFM quotient. Exterior Styling: The design
department has absolutely nailed the design of the car. The car has an A7-like Fastback design.
The wheels, in my opinion, are okay-looking, and the C shaped taillights, when in action, look
sporty. Below are some random shorts that I have taken over time. Quality: The doors are heavy
and have a reassuring feel to it. The paint quality is also good on the car, although it gets
scratched easily and the smallest of scratches are visible clearly when looked upon closely
perks of having a red car. The switch controls are of a good quality and the buttons do feel like
that of a luxury car when you operate them. There are hardly any visible panel gaps and the
quality of materials used everywhere feel impressive, especially after our Honda City. The wiper
and indicator stocks too, feel long lasting. The same is the case with the windows and ORVM
controls. In all, the car has a good fit-finish. Interiors: The interior feels good too. The centre
console is such that it feels like a cockpit due to its low-slung nature. The leather seats are also

of a good quality and the seats feel very comfortable as well. The beige upholstery makes the
cabin feel quite airy. The front seats have good side bolstering and have a wide base, with the
driver getting an extendable thigh-support, which is of great use. This makes the car very
comfortable for long drives. However, it DOES need lumbar adjustment. The dashboard on the
other hand is black with a faux metal strip and some brushed aluminum here and there. The
touchscreen is small at 7 inches and Honda could have done with a better responsiveness for
the screen. The display is nice to look at and the reversing camera has multiple views with
adaptive guidelines. Thankfully it gets a few physical controls, along with a knob for controlling
the volume. The display for the air conditioning is integrated in the infotainment system itself.
Physical buttons are provided for the AC Controls. The Glove box is small and it does not have
a cooling function. There is an impressive amount of storage below the glove box and since the
car comes equipped with an electronic parking-break, it frees up the space that would have
been occupied by a physical handbrake. A place to keep your mobile phone is also there in
front of the gear-lever. The door bins are decent sized and can hold a 1-litre bottle easily.
Although that Tupperware water-bottle does not fit in any of the door pockets. The car is quite
practical I must say. The seatbelt-buckles are thick. I like it a lot however! It does feel more
connected to the road and a lot sportier. You drop into the car rather than getting into it. The
rear seats are such that it does take some effort to get in and out. The headroom, though
limited, is quite adequate even for a six-footer and the leg-space is good too, but feels lesser
than the Honda City. Driving Position, feel and MID: You sit quite low to the ground and the
cabin is such that it hugs you. The gear-lever is placed on spot and all the controls fall in hand
quite easily as well. The steering wheel is adjustable for both-rake and reach and therefore
helps in making the driving position quite comfortable. The driving position does feel sporty.
The steering wheel is a three-spoke unit and it has contours for your thumbs and has a chunky
feel to it. It has some piano black and brushed aluminium trims here and there. The steering feel
is just perfect, and it weighs up brilliantly well. You can confidently chuck the car around some
good corners and the car will not lose its track. However, such a superb handling machine does
beg for a powerful engine. There is a dead pedal as well. The car does have paddle shifters that
can be used when in need of some fun! The bonnet bulges are visible as well. The MID is all
digital 7-inch unit with gauges for the fuel meter and engine temperature. The MID screen gives
all the information such as the music which is playing, calling details, reversing sensors when
parking , map-navigation details among others. You can also place a call and set contacts to
speed dial, and all such can be done via the MID. There is also an option to hide the tachometer
from the MID. Air conditioning: The car gets a dual-zone climate control and also has vents
behind the centre armrest as well an obvious thing. The controls are not touch thankfully like
our 4th gen city. The cabin is cooled in no time at all but the air vents are quite small. It takes a
lot of time to adjust them as per your convenience. The vents in the city were much bigger.
Visibility and Rear-view Mirrors: The rear-view mirrors are big and look dynamic. The visibility
from them is quite good in fact. They also have the auto close function. The IRVM is
auto-dimming and is chunky. Visibility all around is great. The mirrors work fine and the A-pillar
does not have that much of a blind spot. Audio System and Sound Quality: There are four
speakers and tweeters and they work fine. Nothing exceptional. The speakers in our Hector
Infinity are a class or two above the Civic and they sound fantastic. Noteworthy points about it:
In this era of cost-cutting, one place where Honda has not cut costs thankfully is a good
interior-quality. The car does feel expensive and the soft-touch materials add an overall feel to
the cabin. Even the auto-dimming IRVM is thick and sturdy. There is insulation provided under
the bonnet that helps in keeping the NVH low and make the car more refined. The marker lamps
are provided on the sides, the same ones are offered in cars in USA, and it makes the car look
good at night. We like to keep our cars raw, and therefore we did not have any exterior
accessory installed. We did get the Front Parking Sensors installed as a dealer-fitment, but it is
of no use as its not at all accurate. This is the one I was talking about. Looks quite sporty!
Engine Performance and Drivability: The car comes with a 1. It comes equipped with a
7-stepped CVT Transmission with paddle shifters, and therefore, has the rubber-band effect!
Personally, I like it as it makes this engine sound a lot sportier. But with family, they will
complain for sure due to the noise creeping in from the engine. In fact, due to the CVT, the car
has two characteristics, when driven sedately, the engine noise is barely audible inside the
cabin, giving you a smooth and silent drive. However, there is considerable amount of
tyre-noise that creeps into the cabin. The wind noise is barely audible in the car. And when
driving spiritedly, it sounds quite sporty, but the performance does not match the sporty noise
and characteristics of the car. The engine loves to rev though. There is also an ECON mode that
dulls down the performance a bit and helps in improving the mileage, although minutely. The
paddle-shifters are of plastic but they do feel robust and good to use. There is no lag from the

paddles when using them in Sport Mode. The car does not feel underpowered but you do get
caught in the moment. There is a flat-spot in the power-band below 3, RPM but that is overcome
soon by the rubber-band effect of the gearbox. City: The power feels adequate enough for the
city. There is enough power to get you going and the engine feels relaxed for the most part.
However, when you want to make a quick overtake, then you do feel the rubber-band effect and
for the most part you do have to go full on the throttle. A car with a higher ground-clearance is
advised on this highway. Thankfully, this time the highway is being built properly and I do hope
to take it on a long-distance journey soon. The civic will surely feel quite comfortable on the
highways. The car remains glued to the road and is stable at higher speeds. The CVT helps the
car to cruise in a relaxed manner, but for sudden overtakes, you will need to plan them.
Suspension, ride and handling: The car has a low centre of gravity which seems to work in its
favour. The car has the best ride and handling in the segment I believe. The body role is minimal
and its low and cockpit style seating position lends it a sporty driving position. The suspension
is on-point, stiff yet comfortable. Even at triple-digit speeds, the car is stable and
well-maintained. Show the car some serious corners and you will not be disappointed by its
handling, although you will be disappointed by the power that is on offer, or rather the gearbox
that ruins the whole experience. Straight-line stability is outstanding and the body roll is really
well-maintained. The car is agile and the steering is sharp. The car has all-wheel disc brakes
and the brakes perform really well. The pedal bite is strong and the brakes feel assured and
confidence-inspiring. The car will stop dead in its track when you brake hard. In comparison,
our Hector has a soft suspension due to which it bounces on vertical undulations, which is
quite disturbing. No such issues with the civic. The ground clearance is mm Unladen and like
the 8th gen civic, this one does not scrape its belly everywhere, even with full load. The car gets
full-led headlights. The front indicators look good particularly. The headlights and fog-lights are
strong and offer good throw at night. However, you do not feel them when a car equipped with
regular halogens is coming from the opposite direction. The head-position throws light far away
and it lights up a dark road completely. When driving through foggy conditions, you can see the
Blue tint through the fog when the lights are in head position, that looks good to me. The spray
is also strong. Dislikes: People who are not used to low-slung cars will always remind you how
low the car is and how hard it is for them to get in and out. This gets irritating over time. Also, a
lot more features could have been offered at this price-point. Some of them are Degree cameras,
ventilated seats, driver-seat memory, electrically adjustable passenger seat, a cooled glove-box,
connected car tech and a better sounding audio system. All these features are offered in a lot of
cars in lower segments. Trust me, the car seriously needs. Also, the sunroof is useless and if I
had an option to remove it, I would have done that. One last thing I would like to mention as a
dislike is body noise. With time, they are increasing and the service centre is absolutely useless
in solving them. Some noise is coming from the dashboard or the neighbouring area, then some
noise is coming from the rear-seats. A vibrating noise is coming from behind the steering wheel
as well. To conclude, Civic is a car which you buy from your Heart and not your mind! The car
has a soul, a charm to it. The cars such as the Civic, Corolla, Octavia, Accord and CR-V have
become a brand in itself, or I would rather say that such cars give their brands the recognition.
And not to forget that the Civic and Corolla are one of the highest-selling cars in the world. I
really hope they bring in the next generation of all these cars to India soon! Last edited by
NarediAni : 22nd January at Reason: Error. AD , DriverNo. View My Garage. Thread moved from
the Assembly Line to the Reviews section. Thanks for sharing! Your car will go to our
homepage today. Beautiful car, victim of "aya ram gaya ram" policy of Honda. A simple flip of
diesel auto and petrol manual could have helped a bit at least by the Honda loyalists opting in.
Also surprised by the low fuel efficiency. Is your travel limited to less than 10kms on a go?
From my experience, higher capacity engines seem to prefer longer drives, even in city. Lovely
car and Lovely writeup dude - wishing you many happy and safe miles with her! I have to
concede thought brilliantly thoughtful touch that - Totally non intrusive but does a fab job! Too
Sad that the civic is is off limits now - too good a car to plugged out! Great car sadly done in by
the rigid Japanese. A little bit of listening would have ensured they go a long way but sigh! You
have a limited edition mate, take good care of her. Very good review, NarediAni Congratulations
on the car, it is truly a head turner! You can read my experience here Honda Civic : Official
Review. For some of the cons you called out: 1. Wireless Charger I got mine from China and it
works really well. Unfortunately can't buy on AliExpress anymore but you can try your luck on
eBay. Make sure the charger you get it for "right hand drive or RHD". This is my wireless
charger in action under the non-slip mat you can buy the Civic specific mats on Amazon : The
vendor had initially shipped me the wrong wireless charger for left hand drive - the notch is the
other way around: 2. I don't trust what an OEM can do with getting real time info on my car. Can
they dishonor warranty? What if they get hacked? This has worked fine for me - I have put the

tracker in the boot of the car - comes with rubber stoppers and magnets so it doesn't move
around. Here is the connected car setup on my phone:. Last edited by andafunda : 29th January
at Very beautiful car! But sadly, no longer available in India. I had a doubt about the
continuation of Civic diesel in India, but the Hondas have stopped selling Civic altogether in
India, after re-launching it here after a generation's time. But you will enjoy having a rare car, a
special one. These days, Indian cutomers are getting more and more opportunities to have
limited number cars -- like Skoda's certain Octavias and Karoqs. Yes dude I did go through your
review and it was an awesome one! Thanks for telling me about the wireless charger and
connected car app, will try them for sure. Yes dude, it is rare, especially here in Jamshedpur
and definitely very special to me! We have had the car since May and till date it turns heads
everytime I take it outside. Last edited by BlackPearl : 30th January at Reason: Merged back to
back posts. Hi NarediAni, Congrats on the Civic. Wish you years of happy motoring. Thanks LC
Originally Posted by NarediAni Originally Posted by landcruiser I too own this beast. Sad to
know after few months of my purchase, Honda discontinued the car. Attached Thumbnails.
Originally Posted by andafunda. Most Viewed. Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User Name.
Remember Me? New Topics. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. My Honda Civic Ownership
Review Hello everyone, this is my first thread on this platform and I hope that this initial
ownership report will be helpful. The following BHPian Thanks coolmel for this useful post:.
Here is the connected car setup on my phone: Last edited by andafunda : 29th January at The
following 7 BHPians Thank andafunda for this useful post:. We have had the car since May and
till date it turns heads everytime I take it outside Last edited by BlackPearl : 30th January at The
following 2 BHPians Thank landcruiser for this useful post:. The following BHPian Thanks
vikramvicky for this useful post:. P1,, P1,, Honda Civic Upcoming Model. All information applies
only to vehicles sold in the Philippines. The current Honda Civic is the 10th-generation model
from the iconic Civic line that's one of the most popular car models across all generations in the
Philippines. The 10th generation Honda Civic appeared in the Philippine market on The All-new
Honda Civic provides a new sporty design and advanced technology on an all new platform.
The Honda Civic is well-known as a powerful vehicle with good driving performance, and the
10th generation Honda Civic is no exemption. Some even name the 10th-generation Honda Civic
as the perfect Honda Accord as it is considerably longer and wider than its predecessors
making it look as if it's a full-size sedan. Priced at over a million pesos, the Honda Civic may not
be an easy decision for everyone. But to those who are planning to buy the 10th-generation
Honda Civic, you can expect an aggressive premium sport sedan with a fastback roofline, LED
headlights with daytime running lights and LED tail lamps at the back. At the heart of the Honda
Civic are 2 engine options, an all-new 1. The aggressive sporty design of the All-new Honda
Civic compliments the vehicle's heritage. The Honda Civic's driving performance promises both
efficiency and a powerful driving experience. Inside the cabin of the All-new Honda Civic is a
stylish multi-information display, abundant spacing at the back but overall, a unique cabin
styling. Another remarkable insight about the Honda Civic is that it's also been recognized as
an "Overall best buy" vehicle by experts and owners alike. The Honda Civic packs the latest
driver assisting technology and safety features one can ever desire. Regardless if you're
looking for your first car, daily driver or a sporty vehicle, the 10th-generation Honda Civic
should be on the list of vehicles you ought to consider buying. The 10th-generation Honda Civic
is powered by 2 engine types. Both engines offer great efficiency and performance supported
by Honda's latest VTEC technology that promises higher performances while being
environmental-friendly. In addition, both engines are mated to a Continuously Variable
Transmission CVT and there's no manual transmission option available. However, the Honda
Civic comes with a paddle shifter giving you the option to have fun shifting gears at your own
pace. It has robust performance and higher cruising efficiency are one of the best features of
the Honda Civic. The vehicle features an Eco Mode which provides better gas mileage. For a
more active throttle response, you can switch the driving mode into "S" then the Sports Mode
will be activated for quicker engine responses and for a more fun driving experience. Data
gathered on the vehicle's fuel mileage resulted with a In addition, the Honda Civic comes with
an excellent braking system thanks to disc brakes both in front and at the back. The Honda
Civic drives with a light but active steering and has a good overall visibility. Driving on the
Philippine roads, the Honda Civic is more than capable of handling every bump on the road and
will smoothly absorb shocks without worries. Its planted very well on the ground and delivers
the right amount of power when needed making overtaking other vehicles a breeze, especially
the RS variant as the torque kicks in even at low revs. With modern technology onboard, the
Honda Civic is clearly on a different level from its predecessors. Aside from the design and
performance, Honda also prioritizes the driver's and passengers' safety above all. Inside, both
the driver and passengers are protected with driver and front passenger airbags, side airbags

and side curtain airbags, but that's not all, with a top-notch body design engineered to dissipate
the energy of a crash and minimize the possible damages to other vehicles, Honda didn't just
make the Honda Civic a safe car for its passengers but for other vehicles as well. The
10th-generation Honda Civic is noticeably larger, wider and lower than its predecessor. The
All-new Honda Civic sports an aggressive fastback styling with eye-catching and beautifully
carved bodylines all around the vehicle. Up front, the Honda Civic arrives with an updated
chrome grille that looks connected with its aggressively designed headlights that features LED
Daytime Running Lights. The LED door mirrors with side turn signal also amplifies the vehicle's
modern design. You can base your judgement of which variant of the Honda Civic you're
looking at by simply learning that the non-RS variant has a chrome wrapped grille while the
glossy dark one is used by the RS variant. The premium sporty look doesn't stop there. The
Honda Civic has an impressive fastback type rear which compliments the overall design of the
vehicle making it a head turner from the front to the back. Completing that gorgeous look is the
LED C-shaped taillights that overlaps the trunk lid giving the Honda Civic a subtle but
intensified look compared to the previous generation. The Honda Civic is riding on either a
5-spoke inch alloy or a 5-spoke inch alloy depending on the variant. Now that the car is bigger
than before, it's only natural to see them with larger shoes coming out of the dealership. The
All-new Honda Civic provides a driver-oriented layout. Inside the Honda Civic you'll notice that
its mainly colorized in black hue surrounded with a mix of soft and hard plastics but overall
feels premium enough for its price range. The digital gauge upfront is noticeably massive and is
perfectly aligned with the driver's angle of vision. Straight from the driver's vision is the
tachometer and speedo meter while the temperature and fuel gauge are located on both sides.
The RS variant has a little twist though as it appeals to the driver with its red colored bars. The
Honda Civic gives a comfortable driving position. It has a telescopic steering rack which is also
on hand for better configuration alongside a height-adjustable driver's seat. The vehicle's cabin
also receives an oddly raised transmission tunnel which strongly assists the driver to reach the
switch-gear and gear lever more effortlessly. It also has an airy space for both front and rear
passengers while still putting aside enough space for storing stuff like smartphones, loose
change, and sunglasses, etc. The Honda Civic's Infotainment system is highlighted by a 7-inch
touchscreen infotainment system compatible with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth connectivity but it does not include a satellite navigation system. At the back, the
Honda Civic has a roomy interior. Usually fastback sedans compromise the headroom at the
backseat due to the lowered angle in the design. But it's a different story on the Honda Civic.
The backseats on the Honda Civic were strategically reclined to achieve better headroom and
legroom for the passengers behind. Thanks to that, compared to other mid-sized sedans, the
Honda Civic is significantly roomier and comfortable for both the passengers in the front and
back. It has a 2, mm wheelbase which has a great amount of legroom that will make you park
comfortably. It's a real 5-seater car with no compromises so that's why some people like to call
the Honda Civic the perfect Honda Accord. For your storage needs, the Honda Civic has more
than enough space for your cargo as it offers liters of boot space. If that's not enough, you can
fold down the seats in the cabin for added storage. Other notable features of the Honda Civic
are the push start button, Cruise Control, paddle shifters and touch volume control on the
steering wheel, 8-way power adjustment driver seats, speed sensing door locks, ECON mode,
remote engine start with automatic walk-away auto lock, backup camera and rain sensing
wipers. If there's anything we're not very fond about the Honda Civic's interior, it's the absence
of USB port and aircon vent for the passengers behind, and that the USB port upfront located
behind the center console is troublesome to access. One of the most awaited, upcoming
compact cars in the world will feature a lot of coolness, all Read more. If buying a compact
sedan is on your bucket list, then the Honda Civic and the Mazda3 are surely in Honda is
discontinuing the Civic Sedan in its home market of Japan owing to low demand for the Civic is
one of Honda's wildly popular automobiles. Packing a powerful engine plus a suite of other This
is not a good choice for a family car, akala naman malaki siya pero its not enough pala. This car
always sells fresh for me and never feels old to ride at!! Kaya maganda ng Honda kasi walang
makakatalo sa style niya very high end and premium looking kaya hindi basta basta
nagdepreciate value!! Great, easy to install by peeling away the sticker cover and slowly
adhering on to the steering wheel. Seems permanent to me until I'm ready to remove it. Used
price : P, Honda Civic Acquired 1. Honda Civic Automatic. Honda Civic 1. Thermostat Honda
Civic Honda Civic FD door visor. Honda Civic Car Seat Cover. Honda Civic GMB water pump.
Honda Civic. New Price : P1,, Honda CR-V. Honda Jazz. New Price : P, Honda City. Honda BR-V.
Toyota Vios. Mitsubishi Mirage G4. Car Tires. Car Batteries. Car Suspensions. Car Bumpers. Car
Headlight. View All Accessories. In Asian markets, the Honda Civic engines are mated to a
seven-speed continuously variable transmission. View All Photo. Loan Term 36 month 48 month

60 month. Great cabin space in par with full-size sedan. Interior materials are of high-quality and
doesn't feel cheap. The Honda Civic is packed with advance technology and safety features.
CONS Warning system inside can be quite annoying. The cruise control is sluggish at times.
The Touch screen interface isn't that responsive. Location of the USB in front is hard to reach.
The pricing of the vehicle might make you reconsider buying a larger vehicle instead. Overview
The current Honda Civic is the 10th-generation model from the iconic Civic line that's one of the
most popular car models across all generations in the Philippines. Features Priced at over a
million pesos, the Honda Civic may not be an easy decision for everyone. Performance The
10th-generation Honda Civic is powered by 2 engine types. Exterior The 10th-generation Honda
Civic is noticeably larger, wider and lower than its predecessor. Interior The All-new Honda
Civic provides a driver-oriented layout. Variant 1. Read more Nov 19, Cars Comparison: Honda
Civic vs. Mazda3 If buying a compact sedan is on your bucket list, then the Honda Civic and the
Mazda3 are surely in Read more Aug 18, Read more Jun 30, Read more Mar 23, Read more Dec
6, Write a Review. Read more 4. Start a new topic. Diy Civic interior Great, easy to install by
peeling away the sticker cover and slowly adhering on to the steering wheel. Interest buyer
Good day po Honda Civic Automatic Used price : P, The Honda CR-V is available in two variants
which are the 7-seater diesel and 5-seater gasoline. The Honda CR-V engin
2003 aprilia atlantic 500
maytag bravos parts diagram
ford fmx transmission repair manual
e comes with cc of displacement and another with cc of displacement. While the 1. Jazz is
famous as the most spacious vehicle in class, sporting liters of interior room. The second row
of seats can be removed to attain a total boot capacity of liters. With LED indicators, exterior
specs include authentic body colors and additional mirrors. The Honda City draws power from
1. The Honda City is available in four variants namely 1. Features a 1. It is only available with a
CVT transmission. It is popular for being reliable and practical automobile. It is designed using
a traditional 3-box body-structure, improving body balance and structural rigidity. Standard 15
inch rims lend a muscular feel, enhancing visual aesthetics. Capable of returning 29 mpg within
city limits and 33 mpg on the freeway. Engine refinement helps its stand out against all
competition. Featuring 16 inch rims as standard, this vehicle redefines refinement. It is powered
by a three cylindered 1. Now Loading Dual Clutch.

